attended preparatory school. The illiteracy rate among the
totality of women workers was 3:3 percent .

THE DOWRY

RESULTS AND COMMENTS
The researcher points out the sharp class separation
existing between the workers and the administrative staff. As
an example , the factory compound had two gates, one
exclusively used by the administrative staff, the other by the
workers. They were transported to and from work on
separate company buses.
Transportation of women created for them .certain probblems. Their working hours dictated that they leave home
between 4.00 and 5.00 a.m. in order to walk to the bus
station and ride the hour long commute to the factory. They
had to be accompanied to the bus station by a male escort ;
otherwise , they would be subjected to a whole range of male
abuses .
Another problem was that of women who had children
below school age. If they had no relative or neighbor where
the child could be deposited , they had to take him or her to a
costly day care center which was not always reliable and
rarely provided instruction.
When asked why they chose to work, they all gave
economic need as the unique reason for working. Another
reason for seeking employment was that a job offered
women a socially acceptable opportunity to get away from
the home environment and make new acquaintances . Single
women considered their occupation as a means of accumulating enough savings to provide household furniture when
they get married . An interesting method they practiced for
stretching the family budget was the «Gam'eyya», a sort of
credit cooperative, by which each member contributed to a
common fund , allowing all the members to make loans
granted on a temporary basis.

IN ALGERIA(1)
In her introduction , the author of this study raises
the following questions : In what measures does the
dowry factor influence woman 's condition in Algeria?
How do we explain the persistence of the dowry as a
facto~ of. social. development while , all through its
practice , It confirms social hierarchy and sex discrimination?
. . In ~reating the topic she begins by saying that a
distinction must be made between «Mahr Musamma»
or Sadaq , whose amount is fixed in the marriaqe
contract and «Mahr el Mithl» , an undetermined amount
of money which should be given to the bride in case no
precise amount has been fixed by contract.
The Mahr, or dowry, is defined by Muslim law as :
1) price of the right to possess the woman 's body; 2) a
condition of validity of marriage and a result of the
marriage contract.
Since the Mahr is the price of defloration , the bride
who is not a virgin has no right to a dowry. Consequently a widow upon remarriage is entitled to a lower
pnce than that of a maiden .

As to the time of payment, it is a matter of
agreement validated by contract. The amount may be
paid at a precise date , or only in case of death or
divorce.
According to a tradition surviving in Tlemcen
SOCIAL VALUE OF EDUCATION
until
fifty
years ago, it was payable only ten years after
They all considered education as the only avenue for
marriage.
In case of divorce motivated by the exclusive
upward social mobility and exhibited enormous concern
fault
of
the
wife, the dowry is never paid.
that their children , including daughters, «not be deprived ot it
like their parents ». The most frequently mentioned occupaIs the dowry a condition of the validity of marriage?
tion aspired to by the mother for her son was that of engineer
It
is
so
in theory but in practice it is a result of it, since
and for her daughter, that of doctor. They considered all jobs
preferable to their factory work. None of them said that if she only the consummation of marriage gives the right to a
were educated she would aspire to an administrative position dowry if marriage has been concluded without stipulation or exclusion of such a conditon .
related to factory work.
Owing to the poor cultural background .offered by their
Regarding this question, there is no unified opinhome environment, it is difficult for children of laboring
ion
among
judges . Some think that marriage occurring
classes to achieve the educational level required for college
or university entrance. As a result , many parents resort to the without previous agreement on the dowry is considquestionable practice>very common in Egypt now, of private ered nil. They require that the nature ar:ld amount of
tutoring lessons, which results from classroom overcrowding the dowry be mentioned in the marriage contract by
and the desire of parents to push their children into academic agreement of both parties .
success.
Historical documents reveal that real estate was
Another sign of backward mentality among those women
sometimes
given to a bride in the form of Mahr.
is the persistence of the traditional scorn of manual work .
Investments
in jewelry, gold or silverware have also
Textbooks used for adult teaching contain a bias toward
intellectual rather than vocational training. While those books
occasionally emphasize the importance of the workers' (1) Abstract of a study made by Chafika Marouf, in "Actes des
contribution to social welfare, they fail to recognize the role of
Journees d'Etude et de Reflexion sur les Femmes Aigeriennes »,
Centre de Documentation des Sciences Humaines, Universite
the working woman in this field and thus fail to encourage
d'Oran, 3, 4, 5, et 6 Mai 1980; Oran, pp . 295-329. See AI-Raida ,
women 's participation in industrial activity.
May 1, 1981 , Vol. IV No. 16 p. 9.
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been used. Among nomadic tribes, cattle and other
commodities enter into the constitution of a dowry.
According to a recent study (1977), the dowry,
while keeping its traditional form, has evolved in
content. The bride's trousseau, forming an integral part
of the dowry, is partly offered by the bridegroom and
partly by the bride's father. The husband's offerings
may represent exorbitant sums and reflect the latest
progress in European textile industry. The same is true
of the father's contribution, with the difference that it
follows a more rational course and seems to counteract the commonly accepted idea that the bride is
«bought» by the husband.
Are · there cases that nullify the payment of a
dowry? Some researchers place in this category
marriage with the parallel cousin, considered for this
reason as preferential. Other authors deny the existence of such a rule in Islam and use Koranic authority
to support their view.
A representative case of exemption from dowry is
the matrimonial exchange called «Badal», in which one
bride is given in return for another. This kind of
marriage is strongly condemned by public opinion, but
tolerated on the ground that it is economically practical.
A final subject of controversy over the dowry is the
differentiation between what is named and what is
actually designated as Mahr; in other words, between
gifts and dowry. Before the consummation of marriage,
what the woman affirms by oath to possess is
considered authentic. After consummation , it is the
husband's assertions that are valid.
In practice, it seems that easy access to divorce
has minimized more and more the function of the
dowry as the absolute basis of marriage. As soon as
marriage is consummated, the wife loses practically all
right to her claims regarding the quality and nature of
the dowry.
Having defined the object and nature of the dowry,
we may be asked if its amount has been subjected to
any limitation.
Neither the Koran nor the Hadeeth give any limits.
No Maghribian code exists fixing the maximum amount
of the dowry. If the sum has not been fixed by contract,
(Mahr Musamma) the husband is obliged to give , after
the consummation of marriage , a dowry of parity
(Mithl), evaluated by Muslim jurisprudence through the
following criteria: age, beauty, wealth, country, period,
wisdom, religion, piety and virginity, taken in comparison with those of a woman of an equivalent milieu . The
dowry of parity seems to cancel the possibility of
misalliance, since the equality of rank of the spouses is
required as the basis of marriage.
8

At present the above considerations are gradually
losing ground . Marriage tends to become a political
and social investment. The courts seem to consider as
essential the original social milieu of the bride and her
professional status, because these criteria open the
way for informal intervention, of a sociological and
humanitarian nature, on the part of the judges.
Another aspect of this study concerns the consolidation and the annihilation of the dowry , resulting
from the modality of its application .
How is the dowry delivered? Who guarantees its
payment?
As a general rule, the whole dowry is exigible
after the consummation of marriage. If the husband
dies, the woman has the right to receive it. In case of
her death , it is due to her heirs. The payment is
guaranteed by the husband or by a member of this
family . Presently, the husband 's father or guardian
remains traditionally the guarantor of payment in urban
bourgeOis society and in well -to-do rural milieus. In
less fortunate societies, the question becomes an
object of solidarity and cooperation between members
of the extended family.
Recent social upheavals in Algeria , however, have
destabilized family solidarity and the problem of long
term debts has been a threat to the well-being of many
couples. For this reason , a new movement has
appeared in urban environments , inducing young
people to assume by themselves the charge of the
dowry, which makes them independent of any financial
or moral obligation imposed on them by the family .
The dowry was instituted, and continues to be in
Muslim countries, a symbolic value and a regulator
of social reprodCJction , but it is especially a test of
applicability and protection for women.
If this institution had its full Significance in precapitalist societies and concerned particularly the
sectors of traditional activities such as commerce and
handicrafts, what significance would it have in modern
Algeria, where the economic system leads to a
progressive general increase in salaries resulting from
a stabilization of employment?
Active living., the promotion of women into public
functions and the progressive availability of women 's
education , are evidences of a new and irreversible
experience. How would a dowry, under the present
conditions, remain a form of insurance and security for
a woman in case of divorce or death of the husband?
Why should a dowry be required for a young girl
who has permanent employment, like that of a man?
Why should not a man be entitled to a dowry if he has
only a temporary job or a low salary? Why should he
not be protected against the contingencies of life, such
as divorce or the death of his wife?

)
According to the preliminary project of the new
family code (art. 42) , a salaried wife will have to
contribute to the family budget, while in law and
tradition, she has no right to share in any direction and
decision-making within the family. In case of controversy between couples, they are still referred to the
traditional family counsel emanating from the extended
family.

property, which is a source of loss to salaried couples,
especially to the wife whose dowry has been invested
into land , belongings or funds registered in the
husband's name. Also in case of divorce , her salary is
subject to the law of retaliation: upon her death, it
passes by inheritance to the members of the husband's family, since the woman 's share in it is
insignificant.

Our inquiry permits us to state that, in Tlemcen , a
new movement is emerging among young couples,
aiming at joint ownership of property and acquisitions, and the investment of the dowry in the purchase
of commodities. According to traditional law, the
couple is subject to the system of separation of

In conclusion , the dowry as a means of protection
and security for the woman raises a number of
questions and problems created by changing social
conditions and which will have to be studied and
discussed in a subsequent work.

ATTITUDES OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
TOWARD WORKING WOMEN IN JORDAN(1)
Dr. Barhoum's study opens with a review of the
development of women's education and employment
in Jordan. More women are educated and an increasing percentage continue into higher education, hence
into higher ranking jobs. Inflation is a consideration
h.ere as everywhere. Despite the historic traditional role
of women , their added income is welcomed and is
frequently the means of further education for the next
generation.
The female labor force is still low: 16% of the
whole; but if is slowly increasing. Traditional female
roles are still pursued because they are more acceptable to traditional families. On the other hand, the role
of women in development is recognized by both
government officials and social and economic planners. For the first time in the country's history, women
were given the right to vote in the 1974 Parliamentary
Act. In 1980, a woman was appointed as minister of
social affairs. Since 1965, the amount of research on
women in Jordan exceeds that in any other field.
Information for the study, namely to discover the
attitude of university students toward working women,
was gleaned by the author through a questionnaire
administered in a classroom situation . The sample
consisted of 200 male and female students, fully
enrolled at the University of Jordan. Both sexes were
more or less evenly represented and the majority of
them were between 19 and 24.
Briefly stated , the results came as follows: young
men whose parents are professional people show a
positive attitude toward women 's education so that
they may participate in the world of work. Male
students who come from laboring classes indicate the
more traditional attitude of the ascendancy of the male.
Attitudes of university women are predictable. They
would not be in university if both they and their families
were not in accord with the trend favoring the highest
possible development of women .

A survey of the educational background of th e
students' parents shows that the highest percentage,
37% , falls in the elementary education category .
Though percentages are about equal for both fathers
and mothers at the elementary and high school stages,
fathers' education is higher than mothers' at university
level: 17.9% for fathers, 3.7% for mothers. This is
expected in a society where female enrollment in
schools drops from 46% at the elementary stage to
1.2% at the higher education stage .
In the non-education category, the percentage of
mothers is double that of fathers, but the case is
different when fathers of males are compared, as to
educational level, with fathers of females. Ninety-two
percent of those who have no education are fathers of
males while 7.7% of them are fathers of females. This
means that the females come from higher income
groups than males and consequently enjoy a better
standing .
Many studies of this nature have been undertaken
throughout the Middle East in recent years during
which women have begun to take their place as
contributing persons to their families, their society and
their countries. Almost without fail the same conclusions are drawn: 1) results depend on the background
of those from whom information has been received ; 2)
progress is slow but steady; 3) women continue
primarily in traditionally accepted professional areas.
The picture has changed little during the past five
years, but at least there have been no backward steps.
Reviewed by Jane Leasor
(1) Abstract of a study prepared by Dr. M.1. Barhoum, Sociology Department, University of Jordan, Amman, for the Institute for Womens' studies in the Arab World .
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